
USER  GUIDE  &  WARRANTY

BIT  LOCAT ION  GUIDE

LARGE LED  
SCREWDRIVER INSTRUCTION 

GUIDE

SMALL SCREWDRIVER

SCOPE TURRET TOOL
MAGNETIC PARTS BIN

SMART  DRIVE TM 90  B I T  SET

1.5mm      2mm      2.5mm     3mm       4mm       5mm      6mm                              1/16      5/64        3/32       7/64        1/8        9/64        5/32      3/16        7/32      15/64       1/4

30-1     30-1     30-1      30-2      30-2     30-2      30-3     30-4      30-5                          38-1     38-1      38-2      38-3                   47-1     47-1      47-2     47-3

54-1     54-1      54-1 

     

54-2      54-2     54-2     54-3      54-4     54-5      54-6                                       60-1      60-1      60-2      60-3     60-4     60-5      60-6

70-1      70-1     70-2     70-2      70-3     70-4      70-5      70-6     70-7              76-1     76-2      76-3      76-4     76-5                   PH0       PH1      PH2       PH3

86-1      86-2     86-3      86-4     86-5      86-6                          90-1      90-2      90-3     90-4      90-5     90-6                   T10       T15       T15       T20       T25



CARE & MAINTENANCE: Store this kit in a cool, dry location. Bits that fit their respective hardware correctly will be less likely to break. Make sure the specific bit you’re using 
fits the slot completely edge to edge and side to side. The slot should be free of debris, dirt, corrosion, dried lube or other finish. If a screw resists rotation, apply a penetrating 
solvent and allow ample time for penetration before trying to remove. If bits do break, replace them and don’t risk damaging your firearm. Your bits come with a protective coat 
of oil that helps prevent rust, but it will wear away with use. It may be necessary to apply an additional coating of rust protection or machine oil to extend the life of your bits. 
If the bits do develop rust, remove with a non-abrasive pad and penetrating oil. 

WARNING: Always wear safety glasses when using this kit. Fasteners and bits can break off and turn into projectiles that are potentially harmful. 

WARRANTY
Limited – 1 Year Warranty: This kit is guaranteed free of defects in materials and workmanship for one year from date of original purchase. Call Real Avid 
customer service and we’ll provide you with support for bits from this kit. Real Avid will replace or repair any product that proves defective upon our 
inspection. Use of the Smart DriveTM 90 Bit Set for anything other than its intended purpose is considered misuse and voids this warranty. For warranty 
service, send the product, proof of purchase with shipping paid, along with an explanation of the defect, as well as your name, address and phone number 
to the address below. This warranty excludes damage resulting from deliberate or accidental misuse. Warranty does not cover rust, stains or corrosion, or 
normal wear and tear. Repair or replacement is the exclusive remedy under this warranty. Real Avid, its partners and affiliates are not liable for incidental 
or consequential damage resulting from use. Some states do not allow exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages; therefore, the above 
exclusions may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may have other rights, which vary from state to state.

TO FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS:   As the owners of Real Avid, authenticity isn’t just a strategy here. It’s a guiding philosophy. It arises out of our faith and personal 
relationships with Jesus Christ. We know that our creativity and success ultimately comes from Him. He cares about each of us and about our customers. We’re not 
perfect, but we are committed to following Him in our personal and business lives. 

We look forward to growing our relationship with you and continuing to earn our place.

Revo Brand Group, LLC                                                                                 
5480 Nathan Lane North, Suite 120 • Minneapolis, MN 55442 USA  
RealAvid.com • 800-286-0567  ©2019 Revo Brand Group

LED SWITCH:

The large screwdriver is equipped 
with a light to see the hardware 
you’re working on. To turn it on 
and off, press the power button on 
the back of the screwdriver until it 
clicks.

SCOPE TURRET TOOL:

Use this tool’s 3 precision cut ends 
for Ruger-Weaver, Redfield, and 
Leupold-Bueheler screws.

SMALL SCREWDRIVER:

This tool can be used as a small bit 
driver. It can also be used to break 
rust free from a stubborn screw by 
gently hitting the domed end with a 
small hammer.

MAGNETIC PARTS TRAY:

The parts tray is magnetic to hold 
small pins and other hardware 
securely. This tray can also be used 
with Real Avid expansion kits.

LED BATTERY REPLACEMENT:

Rotate the red notched part of 
the cap on the large screwdriver 
until it comes off. Pull out the 
battery cartridge and replace the 3 
x AAA batteries. Follow the + and 
- markings to orient the batteries 
correctly. 

FORCE ASSISTTM FEATURE:

The small screwdriver will plug into 
the side of the larger screwdriver in 
order to help apply more leverage 
and torque to screws. Use an 
appropriate amount of force. Too 
much on any given bit will cause 
bending and eventual breaking. 

SMART  DRIVE TM 90  B I T  SET


